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1 Extended Abstract

Candles have been an integral part of our lives since time immemorial. It was only in 1825 when Faraday revealed different temperatures and properties of regions inside the candle flame through easy yet inquisitive demonstrations [1]. Since then many invasive and non-invasive techniques have been performed to characterize the various regions of the flame. Use of thermocouple to directly measure the change in flame temperature is the most common invasive technique [2]. These single point measurements, disturbs the flow inside the flame, in addition, deposition of soot particles on the surface may also alter affect actual temperature values, and hence, a major source of error in the output.

Non-intruding optical techniques include interferometry [3, 4], holography [5], speckle techniques [6], Rayleigh scattering [7], color-ratio pyrometry using DSLR camera [8] for characterizing the flame. The experiments performed with these methods are not only tedious but also require a lot of care and analysis power to measure accurately. However, most measurements till now have been done at a single point in the flame with a precision of sub-µm.

In this paper we report a novel, simple and versatile laser-interferometer based technique to measure time-resolved picometer resolved dynamics of the flame. By scanning the flame in the interferometric cavity we obtained the full 2-D color profile of the flame. From the intensity-time graph we measured phase difference, refractive index and the temperature profile of the flame. We also observed a formation of plasma when the flame was brought in contact with ns-pulses. We isolated nano-scale dynamics of the flame medium by the single ns-pulse and formation of dark-band due to excitation of the soot particles inside the flame. Our technique may be useful to understand intriguing properties of the flame subjected to optical, magnetic and electrical excitations.
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